Waterfall Edge

Basic Countertop Edge. Ultimate In-Counters can fabricate this countertop in the shop with our Post former.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary (not all shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- ½” Rounded corner for edge and backsplash provides a tight contemporary look
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Square Edge

Traditional Countertop Edge. Ultimate In-Counters fabricates these countertops in our shop.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary (not all shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- Square Edge allows for unusual shaped countertops

- Radius corners and rounded islands are available with this edge
- Can minimize or eliminate seams on countertops (we can get laminate up to 60” by 144”)
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LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

No Drip Edge

Eye Catching design with raised corner.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary on single roll style (not shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Diamond (Beveled) Edge

Beautiful angled design allows for customization. Creates a look of stone or solid surface at a fraction of the cost.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary (not shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to 3/4" industrial grade particleboard
- Diamond Edge can be customized with an accent color
- Edge detail can be continued around all sides of countertop
- Can minimize or eliminate seams on countertops (we can get laminate up to 60" by 144")
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Wood Edge

Bring nature into your home with a wood edge countertop. The edge can be square or angled using hickory, oak, or maple; stained can be applied to match existing surroundings.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary (not shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾" industrial grade particleboard
- Edge details can vary (square, bevel, round over, etc)
- Edge detail can be continued around all sides of countertop
- Can minimize or eliminate seams on countertops (we can get laminate up to 60" by 144")
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Nova (180 Wrap) Edge

Mid-grade edge profile. Laminate wraps all the way around the front edge.

Specifications:

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary on single roll style (not shown in picture)
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- Sleek style with a full rounded edge
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Futura (Double Radius) Edge

Mid-range edge profile. Contemporary double-radius edge provides a “slab” effect of stone.

Specifications:
- Available in 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Gem-Loc Edge

Premium Accent edge combines the wide array of patterns and colors of laminate with the beauty and uniqueness of solid surface to create a completely customized countertop.

- Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Depths of countertops vary
- Height of backsplash can be modified
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- Combine any laminate with any of the solid surface choices from 6 different brands
- Edge detail can be continued around all sides of countertop
- Can minimize or eliminate seams on countertops (we can get laminate up to 60” by 144”)
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Valencia Edge

Premium Full Wrap Ogee Edge. Dramatic and graceful full wrap design. Achieve the look of stone or solid surface at a fraction of the price.

Specifications:

- Available in 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾" industrial grade particleboard
- Available with Wilsonart and Formica Laminates
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Barcelona Edge

Premium Contemporary Ogee Edge. This beautiful edge adds distinction and flair. Known as the double waterfall edge, it is perfect for classic and modern designs.

Specifications:

- Available in 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- Available with Wilsonart and Formica Laminates
LAMINATE EDGE PROFILES

Geneva Edge

Premium Modern Drop Ogee Edge. Clean, attractive edge- the subtle modern drop ogee emanates understated class.

Specifications:

- Available in 8, 10, and 12 foot lengths
- Height of backsplash can be modified as a detached backsplash
- Laminate (Red Line) is applied to ¾” industrial grade particleboard
- Available with Wilsonart and Formica Laminate